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Background 
According to the current state of the literature,  
MR Mammography detects breast cancer with the  
highest accuracy of all imaging techniques. Since 1984, 
when the first scientific results were published, more  
than 15,000 publications have followed, proving the  
diagnostic benefit of this method [1].

MRI offers unique soft-tissue contrast that can be  
enhanced using contrast agents to reliably detect tumor- 
angiogenic processes and carcinomas from a size of  
2‒3 mm [2, 3]. A significant portion of carcinomas are  
verifiable by MR Mammography only [4–6]. In addition, 
this method enables the dependable detection of carcino-
mas in an early stage [6–8]. This can be prognostically  
very important for patients.

Literature has shown that preoperative staging with  
MR Mammography reduces the local rate of recurrence  

and influences therapy decisions significantly [9–12].  
In 3% of all cases, this led to detection of contra-lateral  
carcinomas, too.

With a negative predictive value of 100% [13],  
MR Mammography can, moreover, exclude invasive  
carcinomas with certainty, impacting on biopsy rates  
and leading to reduced patient stress due to a more  
reliable diagnosis.

Screening women with dense breast tissue
Despite these well-known diagnostic benefits, only a few 
patients get to profit from MR Mammography in Germany 
(and many other countries) because the examination is 
currently only indicated and reimbursed in a few excep-
tional indications, e.g., high-risk screening collectives [14]. 

At the same time, conventional breast cancer screen-
ing programs have not managed to decrease mortality 

1   (1A) First minute post application of 1 mmol/kg Gd; (1B) First min subtraction, (1C) T2-weighted scan; (1D) ADC map. The scan reveals a  
3 mm carcinoma in the upper inner quadrant. The lesion shows a type 3 curve, pos. Root Sign and hypointensity in T2. Due to its size and  
the resolution it is not visible in the ADC map.
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rates from breast cancer significantly – neither nationally 
nor internationally [15]. This could indicate a possible  
new diagnostic role for MR Mammography, especially as  
a screening tool for women of average risk of developing 
breast cancer but with dense breast tissue, following the 
experience of, for example, Dutch screening algorithms.

There has, however, been critical discussion in the  
past of the financial aspects in particular, as these present 
the main barriers to the acceptance of MR Mammography 
as a screening tool. 

In 2019, extensive new data on the screening of  
women with dense breast tissue using MR Mammography 
was published, indicating a significant reduction in  
interval carcinomas [7, 8] and giving a first hint of  
evidence of a reduction in mortality through the use of  
MR Mammography as a screening tool with interval carci-
nomas as an accepted surrogate marker for mortality.

Cost-effective MR Mammography
In addition to delivering gratifying clinical results, 

these data also enabled a cost-effectiveness analysis that 
showed that MR Mammography is cost-effective [16].

Early detection of small carcinomas in the breast saves 
on subsequent additional therapy costs. Especially for 
women with breast tissue of high density, MR Mammog- 
raphy offers a cost-efficient and accurate screening tool.  
That is why its role in prevention should be reconsidered.

An additional approach to reduce the costs of exam-
ination with MRI, is “abbreviated protocol magnetic  
resonance imaging” (AB-MRI). The aim of AB-MRI is to  
reduce scan time and thereby the costs of examinations  
by omitting some sequences for better use in high- 
throughput screening settings. 

As early as 2012, Fischer et al. proposed [17] that  
acquiring just pre- and post-gadolinium (Gd) injection 
T1-weighted sequences could reduce scan times and  
costs significantly while at the same time benefiting from 
the high negative predictive value of MR Mammography  
as breast cancer could be excluded without evidence of  
Gd enhancement. In cases when gadolinium enhancement 
is visible, a full-scale examination, including T2-weighted 
images and a complete dynamic series is required. This  
results in additional costs and nevertheless a second 
charge of contrast medium. 

Further publications, for example by Kuhl et al. [18], 
showed that such an approach represents a full-featured 
alternative to conventional diagnostic mammography  
and is at least equivalently cost-effective in comparison.

Over the last 10 years, more and more publications 
have investigated various approaches to reducing costs  
by applying different sets of selected sequences, some-
times relying on diffusion-weighted images only, and  
have reported varying results. 

Abbreviated vs. full-scale protocols
As of today, there is still a lack of definition of abbreviated 
protocols. The major studies commonly agree on a pre- 
contrast and a post-contrast image as well as T2-weighted 
images if the total length of the protocol does not exceed 
10 minutes in total length [19]. 

While the study has impressively demonstrated  
that AB-MRI allows to detect significantly more invasive 
carcinomas at an earlier point in time than digital breast 
tomosynthesis (DBT) in women with dense breast [19]  
it remains unknown how the overall performance charac-
teristics would have been improved with a full scale MR 
Mammography protocol.

MR scanners from Siemens Healthineers with  
NumarisX software now offer new acquisition techniques 
that enable radiologists to perform a full-scale MR exam-
ination in under 10 minutes, the time frame of abbreviated 
protocols and far below regular acquisition times of full-
scale protocols. 

The best of both worlds
At University Hospital Mannheim, a 1.5T MAGNETOM 

Sola is being used for standard MR Mammography exam-
inations. This scanner is equipped with the Turbo Suite  
Excelerate package that includes the Simultaneous  
Multi-Slice (SMS) acquisition technique.

With SMS, it is possible to excite and readout multiple 
slices simultaneously, effecting a remarkable acceleration. 
SMS can be used for TSE sequences as well as for diffu-
sion-weighted imaging (DWI) and can also be combined 
with iPAT.

MR Mammography for clinical diagnostic routine was 
set up with the following protocols:
• 3 mm axial T2 TSE with iPAT 2 and SMS 2. 

Inplane resolution: 0.8 × 0.8 mm², 56 slices,  
TA: 1:36 min.

• 3 mm axial EPI Diffusion (b-values 50 s/mm² and  
800 s/mm²) 3-scan trace with iPAT 2 and SMS 2. 
Inplane resolution: 1.5 × 1.5 mm² (interpolated), 56 sl., 
TA: 1:46 min.

• 1.5 mm axial T1 fl3d as dynamic series  
(1+5, 20s delay), with iPAT 3. 
Inplane resolution: 0.9 × 0.9 mm², 112 sl., TA: 6:21 min.

The .exar1 protocol is available for download at:
www.siemens-healthineers.com/magnetom-world
> Clinical Corner > Protocols > Breast MRI 

At our institution we are using a 18-channel BI Mammog-
raphy coil; the program, however, may also be used with 
other (high-channel) MR Mammography coils with very 
similar or the same parameters. 
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4   Histopathological slice revealing an invasive ductal carcinoma,  
3 mm.

3   (3A) Excised specimen, (3B) excised specimen after coloring.

3A

3B

2   MR-guided wire localization before open surgical excision.
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The full set of dynamic T1-weighted sequences (pre- 
injection and 5 minutes post injection of 1 mmol/kg Gd) 
with a time resolution of exactly 1 minute each is hereby 
adopted from standing protocols as suggested in the  
BIRADS Lexicon. The full dynamic set covering 6 minutes 
enables the reader to evaluate kinetic details in depth,  
a key requirement in optimizing the specificity of MR  
Mammography. Depicting all 6 minutes has been consid-
ered most time-consuming in the formation of abbreviated  
sequences and was therefore the main subject of protocol 
abbreviation.

T2-weighted sequences – as they are indicated in  
abbreviated as well as in full-scale protocols – are essential 
in assessing morphological aspects of lesions as they  
usually cover the field of view with a significantly higher 
resolution. T2-weighted sequences also deliver highly  
important diagnostic information, such as micro bleeding, 
perifocal, or prepectoral edema [20, 21]. 

Diffusion-weighted imaging enables the assessment  
of diffusibility and offers additional room to increase  
specificity [22–25], although a certain resolution bias 
makes assessing small and non-focal lesions difficult. 

Both T2- and diffusion-weighted sequences can  
be acquired without significant loss of image quality in  
half the acquisition time using SMS [26], paving the way  
to a full-scale protocol in under 10 minutes and making 
screening women outside current indications feasible.

Conclusion
With SMS the need for abbreviated protocols may be over-
rated. You no longer need to decide between full-scale  
or abbreviated protocols, because the measurement time  
is now so short that you can confidently run a full-scale 
protocol just as efficiently as an abbreviated one.

This should be a giant step towards a feasible solution 
for screening women outside current indications.
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